
Forming Interference 
Fringes 

I t is generally the function of an optical element to 
accept an incident wave front of energy, act on it, 
and then transmit it on to the next element, or to 
the system's final detector. The ability of an ele

ment to perform that function is quite often evaluated 
using test procedures that produce the phenomenon of 
interference fringes. This article will deal with the ways 
in which these fringes are formed and how they can be 
interpreted to determine the optical quality of the piece 
under test. As an example, we will examine in some 
detail the performance of an optical window, as it 
transmits a piano (radius = infinity) wave front. 
Understanding of the concepts developed can then be 
easily applied to other more complex elements, such as 
lenses and mirrors. 

Test plate fringes 
It is the nominal function of an optical window to 
transmit the incident wave front with no error. If that 
wave front is perfectly flat, the transmitted wave front 
should also be perfectly flat. In the real world, it is 
impossible to produce a perfect window. Lack of flat
ness in the two surfaces of the window will introduce 
error, as will inconsistency of the window's index of 
refraction (homogeneity). In specifying the optical 
quality of a window, the terms "waves and fringes" are 
often used in a somewhat cavalier fashion that is not 
always understood. This article will attempt to remedy 
that situation. 

One of the more common ways of producing inter
ference fringes is the Test Plating procedure. To evaluate 
the flatness of one window surface the optician places a 
test plate with a calibrated, flat surface against the sur
face to be evaluated. The two pieces are then placed 

under a monochromatic light source and a pattern of 
light and dark bands (interference fringes) will be seen 
on the surface of the piece being tested. If those fringes 
are perfectly straight, parallel, and evenly spaced, one 
can conclude that the surface under test is perfectly flat. 
Any departure from this pattern indicates that the sur
face is not flat. It has become customary to use the 
fringes as their own scale. For example, when a fringe 
has a deviation from straightness that is equal to the 
spacing between fringes, the surface is said to be "one 
fringe" out of flat. The actual physical meaning of this 
"one fringe" designation is not always clearly under
stood. Knowledge regarding the origin of interference 
fringes wi l l lead to a better understanding of this 
method of surface flatness specification. 

When the optician places the test plate against the 
surface being tested, he leaves a shallow wedge of air 
between the two elements (Fig. 1). When the mono
chromatic light shines on the pieces, some of it is 
reflected from the test plate surface and some from the 
surface being tested. Assuming the surface under test is 
perfect, the result will be two perfectly piano wave 
fronts of monochromatic light reflected back toward 
the source, with a slight wedge between the two. At this 
point the phenomenon of interference comes into play, 
and a pattern of interference fringes will be observed. 
To understand just how and why these fringes occur, 
let's refer to Figure 2. 

How interference fringes are formed 
On the left of Figure 2 we see an illustration of a typical 
piano (flat) wave front as it progresses through space. 
This illustration shows how, for any instant in time, the 
wave front can be visualized as a field of electromagnet-
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ic energy, traveling in the direction of the arrow, with 
the amplitude of that field varying from +1 to - 1 , in a 
sinusoidal fashion as the wave front progresses. The dis
tance from one maximum (or minimum) to the next 
will be equal to the wavelength of the energy (X). As 
represented in the lower rectangular box, this single 
wave front (now traveling toward the viewer) would 
appear as a uniform bright field of light. The color of 
that light would, of course, be dependent on its wave
length. 

On the right of Figure 2 we see an illustration of two 
piano wave fronts traveling in essentially the same direc
tion. This is similar to the condition produced during 
test plate evaluation of a surface, as shown in Figure 1. 
These two wave fronts have the same wavelength, and 
may be assumed to be of equal amplitude. Note that, for 
obvious reasons, the wavelength dimension has been 
drawn at a very large scale. As a result, the angle shown 
between the two wave fronts is exaggerated by a like 
scale factor. In reality, the angle between the two wave 
fronts will typically be just a few arc seconds. 

In the plan view there are five arrows indicating the 
propagation of the combined wave front. If we examine 
the condition along the leftmost (solid) arrow, we will 
see that the maximum and minimum amplitude points 

Figure 1 . Formation of the interference fringe pattern using the 
Test Plate Procedure. 

Figure 2. On the left, a single wavefront is shown indicating the 
sinusoidal nature of the wave as it passes through space. On the 
right two individual, but nearly identical wavefronts are shown. As 
these wavefronts progress in slightly different directions, they will 
interfere with one another, thus creating the fringe pattern shown. 

of the two wave fronts are in coincidence. As a result, 
constructive interference will occur, producing a field of 
uniform bright energy along that line, similar to that 
produced by the single wave front on the left. Looking at 
the next arrow to the right (dashed), we will see that the 
max amplitude point from one wave front consistently 
coincides with the min amplitude point of the other. 
The result of this will be destructive interference, which 
results in "zero" energy, i.e., no light, being propagated 
along this line. The same condition will exist along each 
of the solid arrows (constructive interference, bright 
light) and the dashed arrows (destructive interference, 
no light). It is this progression of constructive and 
destructive interference that results in the bright and 
dark fringes that we see as an interference pattern. 

Below the plan view we see a rectangular box that 
illustrates the appearance of the emerging, combined 
wave front (again, now traveling toward the viewer). 
Along the location of each solid arrow we will see a 
bright vertical line, along the location of each dashed 
arrow we will see a dark vertical band, i.e., a fringe. 
Interpretation of this pattern would indicate that, from 
left to right across the box, we have three fringes, which 
corresponds to a difference between the two wave fronts 
of three wavelengths. Examination of the plan view con-
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firms this difference. 
Note that if one wave front were flat and the second 

spherical, the resulting fringe pattern would appear in 
the form of concentric circles. Reference material is 
available1 that describes in detail other fringe patterns 
that might be observed, as well as their significance and 
interpretation. The information presented here, when 
used in conjunction with other references, will help the 
reader to better understand the interference phenome
non in general, and in so doing make the interpretation 
of fringe patterns both easier and more fruitful. 

Returning to the window example, let's assume that 
the wavelength of the monochromat ic test light is 
known to be 0.56 µm, the wavelength of green light. In 
the example illustrated in Figure 1, the test plate has 
been placed on the surface to be evaluated such that 
there is an air wedge between them that ranges in thick
ness from 0 to 2 waves, (2 X .00056 = 0.00112 mm). 
The figure also shows the two reflected wave fronts that 
are responsible for the interference pattern that will be 
observed. Because of the reflection factor, the wedge 
between the wave fronts is twice that of the air wedge, 
ranging from 0 to 4 waves. Also, as Figure 1 shows, the 
second reflection (in air) produces an additional 0.5 
wave phase change for that reflected wave front.2 

Figure 1 shows that the space between the reflected 
wave fronts, along the rays labled a, b, c and d, is 1,2,3 
and 4 wavelengths respectively. For each of these, the 
difference is a whole number of waves. As a result, the 
two wave fronts will be in phase, and they will reinforce 
at these points producing bright green bands. At points 
midway between these rays the wave front spacing will 
be 1.5, 2.5, and 3.5 waves. Here the wave fronts are out 
of phase, and the interference will be destructive, caus
ing black bands to appear. If the surface being evaluated 
is flat, then the bands (fringes) will be straight, parallel 
and equally spaced, as seen in Figure 1. This fringe pat
tern represents a contour map of the surface being test
ed. Moving from fringe to fringe indicates a change in 
the air wedge thickness of 0.5 wave, or 0.00028 mm. 
Thus, we can conclude that, when interpreting a test 
plate pattern, a one fringe error is equal to a 0.5 wave 
(0.00028 mm) departure from flatness on the surface 
being evaluated. 

Interferometer fringes 
A second common source of fringe patterns today is the 
interferometer. The modern Fizeau type interferometer 
generates a precise, monochromatic, piano wave front 
which is used to evaluate optical elements. A laser 
source with a wavelength of 0.633 µm is commonly used 
to provide the interferometric wave front. Like the test 
plate method, interferometry can be used to evaluate 
the flatness of an individual surface on the window [see 
Figure 3(a)]. In this case a pattern similar to that of the 
test plate case results, and is interpreted in the same way, 
i.e., a one fringe error in the interferogram is equal to a 

0.5 wave (0.00032 mm) error in surface flatness. 
A major advantage of interferometry (and by far its 

more common application) involves the measurement 
of the "see-thru," or transmissive, optical quality of an 
optical element. In the case of a window, a single inter
ferogram will sum up the quality of both surfaces, along 
with the homogeneity of the material. Figure 3(b) illus
trates a typical setup for the interferometric testing of 
the window in transmission. The projected wave front 
passes through the window, reflects from the reference 
mirror (which is essentially perfect), passes through the 
window once again, and then goes back into the inter
ferometer where it combines with a reference (perfect) 
wave front, and the resulting interferogram is produced. 
Because the projected wave front passes through the 
window twice, the wave front returning to the interfer
ometer has twice the error that the window produces in 
a single pass. The result is that, for a "see-thru" interfer
ometric test, a one fringe error in the interferogram is 
indicative of a 0.5 wave wave front error occurring as a 
result of a single pass through the window. 

Specifying wave front error 
The optical quality of a window is best specified by stat
ing the amount of wave front error that is allowed as a 
result of a single pass through the window. That wave 
front error will generally be specified in waves, or frac
tions of a wave, the term "wave" meaning the wave
length of the light being transmitted. For a visual sys
tem, one wave is equal to about 0.00056 m m , or 
0.000022 inches. A window specification is not complete 
unless the wavelength and aperture size are clearly stat-
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Figure 3 . Interferometric evaluation of optical quality; of a 
single surface in reflection (a) and of the complete element 
in transition (b). 



ed. For example, a typical window specification might 
read: "Maximum allowable transmitted wave front error 
is 0.25 wave, for a 48 mm diameter bundle, at a wave
length of 0.633 micrometers." 

As a point of reference, it should be noted that any 
optical element or assembly that performs its intended 
function with a wave front error of less than 0.25 wave is 
considered to be diffraction limited, or essentially per
fect. Of course when several elements are arranged in 
series, and diffraction limited performance is required 
of the combination, then each one must be considerably 
better than 0.25 wave. Also noteworthy is the difference 
that occurs when dealing with systems of unusual wave
length, such as IR systems. Here, where the primary sys
tem wavelength may be 10 urn, the surface of an ele
ment may contain errors that are 20 times greater than 
those allowed in elements for visual applications, and 
still be acceptable. 

Summary 
Two wave fronts of equal wavelength and amplitude, 
traveling in essentially the same direction will create an 
interference fringe pattern. Assuming the shape of one 

of these wave fronts is a known reference, the interfer
ence fringe pattern can be used to determine the shape 
of the second wave front. The black bands in the inter
ference pattern are referred to as fringes. Optical surface 
quality is often specified in terms of fringes, while over
all optical quality of an element in transmission is speci
fied in waves. This article presents examples intended to 
assist in the understanding and application of these 
terms. It is clear that whenever optical specifications 
include reference to the terms fringes or waves, addi
tional information detailing the assumed test procedure 
must be included. Unsubstantiated assumptions will 
invariably lead to differences of opinion, and quite 
often, erroneous results. 
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Letters 
Continued from page 6 

useful. For example, we have shown3 that when the correlation 
function is a slow function of 1/2(r1+r2) and a rapid function of 
r1+r2, then the Wigner function (essentially Walther's first4 defi
nition of a radiance function) is conserved along rays to a high 
degree of approximation. Let us say that a correlation function 
of this form possesses "property A," to distinguish it from qua¬ 
sihomogenety as defined by Carter and Wolf. (The two proper
ties are closely related and often coincide.) Then for radiation 
fields possessing property A, we have given explicit forms for 
the correction terms to the conservation of the Wigner function 
along rays, to all orders in λ/L, where L is the slow scale length 
of 1/2(r1+r2). We have also shown that the Wigner function is 
better conserved along rays than other proposed distribution 
functions. Conversely, when a correlation function does not 
possess property A, then the Wigner function is not well con
served along rays. Such will be the case at the edge of source, 
for in our definition of property A, we place no restrictions on r1 

and r2 
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